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ABSTRACT

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has become a standard tool for the study of catalytic materials over the last two decades, and with
the increasing popularity of turnkey XPS systems, the analysis of these types of materials is open to an even wider audience. However,
increased accessibility leads to an increase in the number of new or inexperienced practitioners, leading to erroneous data collection and
interpretation. Over many years of working on a wide range of catalytic materials, the authors have developed procedures for the planning
and execution of XPS analysis and subsequent data analysis, and this guide has been produced to help users of all levels of expertise to ques-
tion their approach toward analysis and get the most out of the technique and avoiding some common pitfalls.

Published under license by AVS. https://doi.org/10.1116/1.5140747

I. INTRODUCTION

Heterogeneous catalysis is concerned with the reaction of mol-
ecules at active sites located within the surface region of a catalytic
material. The reaction itself proceeds via a series of steps including
adsorption, surface diffusion, chemical reaction/rearrangement of
adsorbed intermediates, and, finally, desorption of products.1–3 To
aid the development of such catalytic systems, modification of the
surface chemical, electronic, and structural properties is of extreme
importance, and with their inherent surface sensitivity and chemi-
cal specificity,4,5 x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and x-ray
excited Auger electron spectroscopy (XAES) have become powerful
tools in the armory of the catalytic scientist.4,6–12

Catalytic materials present some distinct challenges when it
comes to surface analysis: they are often high surface area powders;
usually, insulating and the loading of the nanoparticulate active com-
ponent can be very low (0.5 wt. % or lower). XPS requires ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV), while most heterogeneous catalytic reactions take
place at high pressures and temperatures; therefore, catalytic materials
are typically studied under conditions significantly different from that
in which they would normally operate.2,3 Taking the simple example
of a hydrated precursor, insertion into a vacuum environment will
lead to dehydration; therefore, the spectra obtained would be of a

dehydrated material.13,14 Nevertheless, analysis under vacuum can
yield insightful information into the activity (or lack thereof ) and
speciation of a catalyst provided the analyst keeps in mind both
the opportunities and limitations offered by the technique. Should
the analyst require knowledge of samples, which will not be
adversely affected by vacuum, they may consider the use of near-
ambient pressure XPS or similar.

As part of the series of practical guides for analysis,15 herein,
we discuss some of the advantages XPS can offer to analyze catalytic
materials and highlight some of the common pitfalls that may be
experienced during the preparation, acquisition, and interpretation
of samples and data that we have experienced over many years of
working within the catalytic community, and although this article
may be focused on catalysis, much of the content herein is transfer-
rable to the analysis of many other materials.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND HISTORY

Successful acquisition of high-quality photoemission requires
significant thought toward a number of operating parameters, more
of which are introduced in this paper and also referenced in the
ISO 10810 standard; however, at the initial level, quality data begin
with correct sample preparation. Industrial catalysts are typically in
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the form of pellets, extrudates, or monoliths, while within an aca-
demic research environment, most catalytic materials presented for
analysis are powders generally comprising metallic nanoparticles
dispersed on a suitable support material such as carbon or a metal
oxide. Immobilization of these powders is paramount, with poorly
mounted samples potentially contaminating other samples, some-
thing especially true where large sample platens allow for the inser-
tion of multiple sample types.

At this stage, it is worth noting that each of these sample
types may have its own analysis requirements. For example, the
homogeneity of a powdered catalyst may be assessed by running
multiple aliquots from the batch, while an industrial catalyst may
require multipoint analysis for statistical relevance to understand
the active phase and its dispersion. Additionally, catalysts in either
of these instances could consist of a core-shell morphology, which
requires a more detailed analysis of the photoelectron signal. We
introduce these points in Secs. V D.

A. Sample mounting and preparation

There are universally accepted methods of sample preparation,
details of which are documented in ISO 18116 (ASTM E1078) and
ISO 18117 (ASTM E1829) standards. Many of these are applicable
to the surface analysis of catalysts; however, each method has
potential drawbacks as introduced in Table I.

As already mentioned, catalysts can come in many shapes and
sizes, and without considered preparation of the sample, XPS analy-
sis can be difficult or give meaningless data. For example, spheres,
pellets, and cylindrical extrudates may have their outer surface
readily analyzed, while catalysts presented as monoliths, miniliths,
hollow extrudates, and rings typically require exposure of the inner
channels where the catalytic active species are located. While such
samples can potentially be ground into a powder, the volume of the
support material compared to the active species can potentially lead
to significant dilution of the active species and hence a low signal.

A common requirement with the analysis of catalytic materials
is an in situ treatment, such as by heating (to desorb weakly held
contaminants or to initiate a material transformation) or by sub-
jecting them to a reactive gas flow within the spectrometer, often in
a linked “catalysis cell.” Such requirements would dictate the

method of sample mounting and, with reference to Table I, would
preclude options (1) and (5) with options (3) or (4) considered
more suitable.

Materials, such as those with significant porosity, may require
prolonged periods of outgassing, and such samples should be
mounted and analyzed individually where possible to negate poten-
tial cross-contamination; this is especially true for materials, which
potentially sublime under vacuum (e.g., some halogenated materi-
als16), although such materials may be analyzed using a cooled
sample stage.17

B. Sample history

Sample history is commonly overlooked but is a significant
factor that can inform the view of the analyst to the analysis require-
ments or to the processable data in front of them. This history
should include sample preparation and treatment (e.g., a calcination
or reduction sequence) and the handling and storage of samples
prior to analysis. Documenting the color of a sample prior and post
analysis, such as that shown in Fig. 1, is recommended as materials
may discolor, indicating an analysis induced change, which could be
pertinent to data interpretation or refinement of analysis protocols.

Sample history should also include the medium in which
samples were mounted, e.g., an inert atmosphere such as a glove
box, or within the laboratory environment itself. Figure 2 shows
an example of an iron-based Fischer–Tropsch catalyst, which has
undergone a partial reaction under synthesis gas at ∼250 °C and
removed, under an argon atmosphere, for XPS analysis. In Fig. 2, the
lower Fe(2p) spectrum if of the sample which was mounted in the
laboratory without any protective atmosphere; the time for mounting
and insertion into the spectrometer was under 5min, while the
upper spectrum shows the spectrum of the same sample prepared in
a glove bag purged with argon for 30min prior to preparing. It is
evident from these two spectra alone that preparation in the inert
atmosphere of the glove bag minimizes re-oxidation of the metallic
iron compared to that of the laboratory.

The spectra in Fig. 2 clearly show that mounting in the inert
atmosphere of a glove bag is more indicative of the true extent for
iron reduction, which may undoubtedly be improved further where
dedicated glove boxes with oxygen and moisture monitoring can be

TABLE I. Common mounting methods for catalytic samples arranged in the order of authors’ typical preference of mounting.

Mounting method Benefits Potential drawbacks

(1) Pressed into tape • Simple • Possible silicone/organic contamination
• Cheap • Cannot pretreat/heat samples

(2) Mounted into a recess • Simple • Potential for sample loss (via turbulent flow or vibrations)
• Minimizes the chance of contamination

(3) Drop casting onto Si • Smooth, thin layer • Organic solvent residue
• Negligible charging • Possibility of surface modification
• In situ treatment possible • Possible substrate peaks in spectra

(4) Pelletized • Pretreatment possible • Preparation could lead to contamination from a pellet press
• High signal intensity • Not all samples good for pressing

(5) Pressed into indium foil • Excellent charge neutralization • Costly (Al or Cu can be used as cheaper alternatives)
• Considered truly UHV compatible • Potential for In signals in spectra
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used. Nevertheless, should such a glove box not be directly attached
to the spectrometer, a weak link of transportation to the spectrome-
ter still exists, and therefore, dedicated inert-gas or vacuum transfer
devices should be used.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PLANNING

The analyst may have an idea as to what elements are present
and to be analyzed; however, typical questions such as those pre-
sented in Table II should always be asked when planning and
setting out the experimental flow within the acquisition software.

Sample modification during XPS analysis is well known in the
analysis of polymers.20,21 For heterogeneous catalysts, analysis
induced reduction is often observed with samples containing high
valence states of Au,22,23 Pd,24 Re,25 and Cu,26 among others.27

Excellent reviews of this topic have been given by Baer et al.28 and
Thomas29 together with a discussion on the mechanism of reduc-
tion. Although considered to be primarily caused by secondary
electron emission, it has recently been shown that without fine-
tuning the operating modes of a dual charge compensation source,
there may be a significant reduction in at least two important
classes of catalytic materials, specifically high-valence transition
metal oxides and metal-organic frameworks, an example of the
improvement, which can be gained, is shown in Fig. 3 for CrO3,
while Fig. 1 shows the physical changes, which occur in this partic-
ular sample.30 For information on optimization of charge compen-
sation systems, a future practical guide will focus on this, but

analysts are encouraged to read the ISO 19318 (ASTM E1523) stan-
dard on charge control and reporting.

Such phenomena can potentially be mitigated by the addition
of rapid multipoint analysis spectra, reduced x-ray power, modified
neutralizer settings, or sample precooling, and all form part of
the informed experimental approach to capture the “true” surface
chemistry. Table II attempts to summarize the questions an experi-
mentalist should ask before undertaking an analysis of a catalytic
sample. It is, therefore, prudent to critically review acquired data
with respect to unexpected chemical states.

As highlighted in the introduction, many supported catalysts
have low loadings of the active nanoparticulate phase, which
depending on particle size and dispersion will have an influence on
the photoelectron signal.31–33 Identification of the supported phase,
therefore, may require prolonged acquisition times to improve
signal-to-noise levels (which has a square root dependence for
improvement) and may also be accompanied by a modest increase
in the pass energy employed for all regions (e.g., 40 eV instead of
20 eV) to collect more photoelectron signals but at the expense of a
slight loss in resolution.

IV. BINDING ENERGIES AND SPECTRAL CALIBRATION—
IS CARBON THE IDEAL CHOICE?

The reporting of binding energies for conducting materials is
straightforward, providing the user has a well characterized
energy scale;34 however, catalytic materials are typically insulating.

FIG. 1. Example of a color change, which may be documented in the sample history. This example is of a CrO3 flake, where (a) and (b) show the externally taken photo-
graphs of the samples before and after analysis, while (c) shows an enlarged area of the two analysis points. Images (d) and (e) show the same sample taken with the
internal optical camera of the spectrometer before and after analysis.
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The choice of a well-defined and stable reference point is, therefore,
a paramount concern to the analyst as significant shifts in the
binding energy of the supported nanoparticles can occur depending
on, for example, support composition, alloy formation, the interac-
tion with the support and Strong Metal Support Interaction (SMSI)
effects, or nanoparticle size and shape.10,35–40

It is commonplace to calibrate to the C(1s) peak of adventitious
carbon, typically assigned a value between 284.5 eV (sp2 carbon) and
285 eV (sp3 carbon),41 although it has long been established that this
method is far from ideal40,42–45 and may also be complicated by the
presence of overlapping species such as Ru.46 Recently, Jacquemin
et al.47 and Greczynski and Hultman48,49 have revisited carbon charge
referencing, concluding that while such calibration may be suitable for
comparison of similar samples, carbon referencing will always have a
significant uncertainty, largely due to differences in the underlying
inorganic material. Such an example of this is shown in Fig. 4, where
the spectra show the Mg(2s)/Au(4f) and C(1s) core levels for the
same Au/MgO catalyst taken before and after calcination.

The spectra are presented that are calibrated to the mean liter-
ature value for Mg(2s) for MgO taken from the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) database.50 It is evident from
the overlay spectra that the C(1s) for the calcined catalyst is shifted
downward in binding energy by 0.6 eV if calibrated to the Mg(2s)
support peak, which may be assumed not to change. However, cal-
cination will typically change the nature of the support, specifically
altering the acid-base properties, which will have an influence on
the electronic environment of species on the surface; hence, further
elucidation of any change in the support (see, for example, Sec. V B)
may require investigation.

While the panacea of a reliable, static calibration source for
insulating samples is still far from sight, the ubiquitous nature of
adventitious carbon means that it remains a suitable candidate as
an internal reference. However, other peaks such as O(1s) for metal
oxides obtained from thin films,51 or a core level not strongly per-
turbed by a change in the oxidation state such as Zn(2p3/2),

9 Si(2p)
in SiO2,

52 or the high binding energy Ce4+ peak (so-called Uiii,
arising from a Ce4+ 3d94f0O2p (Ref. 6) final state53,54) for CeO2

55,56

may potentially be used as suitable alternatives if the analyst is
unsure on the reliability of the C(1s) value. Whatever is chosen as a
reference, provided there is no significant change in substrate com-
position and the calibration value is reported, the data obtained may
be compared with similarly well-defined data in the open literature
and in databases such as NIST (Ref. 50) or Surface Science Spectra.57

V. SPECTRAL INTERPRETATION

Photoelectron spectra contain a wealth of qualitative and quanti-
tative information, but in some circumstances, they can be extremely
complex with the spectra of lanthanides as prime examples.58 Such
complexity poses real challenges to even the most experienced ana-
lysts, and one must always be on guard against commonly encoun-
tered errors such as incorrectly attributing peak asymmetry, satellite
structure, multiplet splitting, or screened photoemission peaks to
nonstoichiometric or high oxidation states (see, for example,
Refs. 59–66). An excellent paper on the use and misuse of curve
fitting is given by Sherwood,67 and we highlight some of the
points raised in that paper in Secs. V A–V E.

A. Spectral line shapes

Extraction of chemical states (e.g., Pd0 versus Pd2+) from photo-
electron spectra often requires spectral fitting, and care must be
taken to ensure that the shape of the fitting function is well suited to
the peak concerned; the shape of the photoelectron peak from one
oxidation state cannot be assumed to be the same as that of another.

In part, such mistakes stem from the application of simple
Gaussian or mixed Gaussian–Lorentzian functions to photoelectron
spectroscopy data to facilitate chemical state identification. While
these line shapes may adequately describe polymers or the simplest
metal oxides, this is not always the case for metals, especially
without an appreciation of the relevant spin–orbit splitting or the
area ratio of such peaks.

Metals have a distribution of unfilled electron levels above the
Fermi level that are available for shake-up following photoemission;
thus, instead of observing discrete satellite features on the high
binding energy side, the peak exhibits an extended tail. For a metal

FIG. 2. Fe(2p) spectra for an Fe based Fischer–Tropsch catalysts, illustrating the
difference between the same catalyst mounted in laboratory air and the same cata-
lyst mounted in a glove bag above the load-lock of the spectrometer. The relative
concentration of metallic Fe (lower binding energy sharp peak, colored red online),
with respect to the oxide (broader higher binding energy species, colored blue
online), is ∼8% and 20% in the lower and upper spectra, respectively. Note, for
simplicity, Fe(III) and Fe(II) oxides have been treated as a single oxide phase in
the figure.
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with a high density of states at the Fermi level such as platinum,
this effect is greatly pronounced, resulting in a high degree of peak
asymmetry.68,69 The effect is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the
extended tail to the high binding energy side of the Pt(4f ) peaks
compared to those of Au.

Errors, which can arise from not using the appropriate asym-
metric line shapes, are illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows the over-
lapping Au(4d)-Pd(3d) region for nanoparticles of metallic Au and
Pd together with the presence of Pd2+ supported on TS-1, a catalyst
commonly used for the in situ generation of hydrogen peroxide for
oxidation reactions in academic research laboratories.70–72

In Fig. 6(a), the spectrum has been fitted using a simple
Gaussian–Lorentzian function for all peak shapes. While reflecting
the presence of both Pd and Au and their relative spin–orbit split-
ting and area ratios, the fitting has two significant issues: First, the
FWHM of the Pd(3d) peaks is significantly broader (∼3 eV) than
expected, given the system resolution and operating conditions.
Second, in an attempt to match the data envelope, a second Pd
species has been included, exhibiting an unrealistically high Pd
(3d5/2) binding energy of 340.8 eV, significantly higher than any
known Pd chemical state.50

Contrastingly, Fig. 6(b) is fitted with a single state for Au and
two states of Pd (metallic and PdO) using line shapes derived from
standard materials. Not only does this yield a fit more in line with
the spectral envelope but, more importantly, one which reflects the
catalyst structure and activity. Additionally, a comparison of the
Au(4d) derived atomic concentration with that of the Au(4f)
derived atomic concentrations gives a confidence limit of ±0.1 at. %.
The advantage of such a methodology is that it allows the derivation
of peak shapes and constraints such as spin–orbit splitting, FWHM,

and peak area relationships so that models can be readily transferred
between data sets and reducing uncertainty in peak fits by mini-
mizing the number of parameters required to fit. The spectrum in
Fig. 6(b), for example, was allowed a small movement in the posi-
tion of the Au and Pd peaks (∼0.5 eV) from their bulk values and
relaxation of the most intense peak FWHM to allow for the differ-
ence in charging, for example.

Such asymmetry is not only evident in metals. Graphitic
carbon and conducting oxides, such as RuO2 and IrO2, also exhibit
asymmetric core levels, with the oxides also exhibiting asymmetric
O(1s) core levels.46,73–76 Furthermore, the spectral envelope can
change depending on levels of hydration.46,74 It is strongly recom-
mended, therefore, to do a thorough search of the literature and
whenever possible, for the analyst to measure their own fresh, high-
purity, and well characterized standard materials as a point of refer-
ence to create their own material database.

B. Chemical state identification and Auger lines

Chemical state identification is typically made from binding
energy assignments of spectra calibrated to a suitable reference (see
Sec. IV). However, binding energies can be misleading; they may,
for example, be affected by particle size;39,77–82 or the core levels
may not significantly shift between chemical states (e.g., Zn versus
ZnO). In such cases, the analyst may use other core levels that they
have identified and recorded during their experimental design; for
example, the magnitude of the splitting observed for the Mn(3s)
peak has often been used to elucidate the Mn oxidation state,83–86

although recent studies have suggested that care should be taken
with such approaches.87

TABLE II. Typical questions the analyst should consider when preparing catalytic materials for analysis. Many of the points are discussed in the text.

Question Possible action

Do I know all elements present? • Record survey spectra and assess elements to be recorded
• Potentially record survey spectra on the mounted replicate sample
in the case of x-ray induced damage?

Am I looking solely for the evidence of a catalytic poison such as S
or Cl?

• Record high pass energy survey spectra only

Are reducible elements present? • Record analysis sensitive elements first and again at the end
• Possibly minimize the number of scans or use summation of
multipoint analysis for better signal to noise

• Modify x-ray power or charge neutralizer settings
Can I be confident of chemical state determination from core
levels alone?

• Record Auger lines
• Record core levels, which exhibit multiplet splitting

Do any peaks overlap? • Additionally, record other core levels with sufficient photoelectron
intensity. Possibly, use different excitation sources

Is in situ treatment required? • Select the correct method of mounting
Will exposure to the atmosphere modify the sample? • Consider the use of inert transfer and/or glovebox
Do I need to record the valence region? • E.g., low concentrations of Ti3+ defects and Sn oxidation states may

be more readily distinguished by this method (Refs. 18 and 19)
Do I have volatile species I need to analyze? • Precool entry and analysis stages
Is the concentration of supported nanoparticles low? • Increase the number of scans for the element in question

• Consider running the acquisition at higher pass energy (e.g., 40 eV
instead of 20 eV)
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Greater confidence can be found in using the x-ray induced
Auger lines to aid chemical state identification as described by
Wagner88 and utilizing Auger parameters and chemical state plots
(commonly called Wagner plots).89,90 The usefulness of such analy-
sis in chemical state identification is widely reported and exempli-
fied by the work of Moretti and co-workers.91–94

The differential of the C(KLL) Auger signal has found use in
the analysis of carbon materials;95,96 however, surface contamination
and the difference in information depth of C(1s) and KLL Auger
lines will increase uncertainty in the sp2/sp3 ratio.96,97 More recently,
Auger lines are being used more quantitatively;98 however, while
powerful, such analysis is not always possible in practice for catalytic
systems, where prolonged acquisition times are required when the
active component is frequently present at very low loadings, which
can potentially lead to sample modification (see Sec. III).

Metal oxides may exhibit a complex O(1s) envelope, which can
be comprised of lattice oxygen, hydroxyl, carbonate, and organic

species and thus complicating the analysis of absolute Auger and
core-level photoelectron energies. However, an insight into the
oxide’s surface electronic properties can be elucidated from the O
(KLL) Auger lines and the associated Auger parameter (α), where
α = kinetic energy (Auger line) + binding energy (photoemission
line) since the emission is from a common core level. Relative to
gaseous water [α = 1038.5 eV (Ref. 99], increasing values of α with
decreasing separation of the O KL23L23 and O KL1L23 signals indi-
cate increasing surface polarizability and hence facilitates a quantita-
tive measurement of Lewis basicity.99–103

C. Fresh, in situ, and postmortem analysis of samples

The majority of data presented at conferences or within peer
reviewed journals primarily focuses on the “fresh” state of a catalyst,
yielding valuable information on the initial chemical states on the
surface. However, in situ treatments, “pseudo in situ” (where the

FIG. 3. Cr(2p3/2) core-level spectra for CrO3 flakes taken at before (T = 0 min) and after 30 min analysis, where spectra in (a) are recorded using the default neutralizer
conditions and (b) are recorded using optimized charge compensation source parameters, which minimizes the reduction rate. Note that although some initial Cr3+ reduced
states are present (colored blue online, fitted as Cr2O3 at lower binding energies), the concentrations of these do not influence the observed reduction.
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FIG. 4. Fresh (red color online) and
calcined (black color online) overlay of
(a) Mg(2s)/Au(4f ) and (b) C(1s) core-
level spectra for a 1% Au/MgO catalyst,
indicating the caution of taking a speci-
fied peak as a constant value.

FIG. 5. (a) Pt(4f ) and (b) Au(4f ) core-
level spectra of the neighboring metals,
colored to highlight the increased
asymmetry for Pt over Au.
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sample is removed from the catalytic reactor at different intervals for
analysis), and postmortem analysis of catalysts can yield significant
insights into the active species or deactivation of a catalyst, be it
through formation of a particular chemical state,11,104 leaching,105,106

sintering,107,108 formation of strongly bound species,8,109 or coke
formation.110,111

To exemplify this, we briefly compare the fresh and postmor-
tem analysis of a FexCryOz catalyst used for propane dehydrogena-
tion (Fig. 7).

For the fresh catalyst, it is evident from Fig. 7(c) that both
Cr6+ and Cr3+ species are present, whereas the used catalyst
possesses only Cr3+ [Fig. 7(f )]; note here the high kinetic energy
(low binding energy) peaks have been recorded in addition to the
standard core levels [e.g., Cr(2p) and Fe(2p)] since the escape
depth of these photoelectrons will be similar and less affected by
the attenuating carbon overlayer. For some materials, such as
uranium, analysis of these high kinetic energy lines proves more
beneficial in the determination of the oxidation state than the main
core-lines.112

Moreover, for the fresh catalyst, the carbon is adventitious and
only 3% of the total elemental concentration, whereas for the spent
catalyst, carbon accounts for over 80% of the total concentration
and, as shown in Fig. 7(e), exhibits a shape typical of graphitic
carbon97 and indicating severe coking during the reaction. From
Figs. 7(a) and 7(d), the relative amounts of Cr, Fe, and Na have
also changed, potentially indicating sintering.

Understanding that coking is occurring in such catalysts is
important as it allows tuning of the Cr/Fe content and chemical
states to influence selectivity to propene formation and limit
the rate of coke formation.113 With the analysis of the XAES
D-parameter95,96 or via the advent of coincident Raman spectro-
scopy on XPS systems, further insights into the aromaticity of the
coke may be examined.114,115

D. Determination of particle size and dispersion

One of the biggest factors in the activity of catalysis is particle
size, which in turn affects dispersion. While x-ray diffraction or
chemisorption methods are used for particle size determination,
both techniques have limitations; the former relies on long-range
order to obtain crystals of sufficient size for Bragg diffraction
(∼5 nm), whereas in the latter, geometric factors of the particles are
typically ignored. The surface sensitivity of XPS means that it is
ideally suited to recognizing how well particles are dispersed over a
support material. If one assumes the case of two catalysts with an
identical amount of material in the supported phase, then for a
case where very small particles are present, the surface is to a large
extent covered by the nanoparticles. For where the particles are
larger, however, the dispersion is poor, and hence if we ratio the
photoelectron signal from the particle (Ip) to that of the support
(Is), then we have a case where Ip/Is is low for poorly dispersed
particles and high for well dispersed particles.

Extending this, Kerkhof and Moulijn32 proposed a simple
model (later simplified by León116) for the determination of parti-
cle sizes, which uses the aforementioned ratio for a quantitative
estimation of the dispersion by modeling a supported catalyst as a
stack of sheets with cuboid crystals representing support particles
and has been shown to give excellent agreement with sizes derived
from chemisorption measurements. A second method, relying on
the intensity ratio for two core levels of significantly different
kinetic energies, was proposed by Davis117 and is independent of
the catalyst surface area and loading. This method, which is
especially suited to systems with monochromatic Ag sources for
accessing higher binding energy photoemission lines, has been suc-
cessfully applied to a number of systems,117–120 provided that the
particles sizes are below ∼2λ (where λ is the electron inelastic mean
free path), although contamination overlayers, which would attenu-
ate lower kinetic energy signals, would limit accuracy; however,
such an analysis requirement would feed into the experimental
planning stage.

Other methods to extract particle size information include
well-defined changes in binding energy and analysis of energy-loss
electrons within the photoelectron background.80,121 Such particle
size information from XPS has allowed correlation with the cata-
lytic turnover frequency.122–124

Many supported particles may be of a core-shell, or similar,
morphology, and will, therefore, have photoelectron intensity ratios
influenced by the core-shell morphology. Shard has developed
models to account for such morphologies and but accuracy may
be there is a significant difference in the kinetic energies of the core
and shell materials are widely different.125 Such spectra may also be
modeled through the use of simulation software, such as SESSA,126 to
evaluate the inner structure of core-shell morphologies.127,128

For all the models in this section, the theory and mathematics
of each method are beyond the scope of this paper, and readers are
encouraged to review the relevant supplied references.

E. High energy XPS (HAXPES) in catalysis

While higher energy sources have been available for many
years,129–133 their wider use has been somewhat precluded by pri-
marily wide-scale availability, broader linewidths, and decreased

FIG. 6. Pd(3d)/Au(4d) spectra of an AuPd/TS-1 catalyst, where (a) data have
been incorrectly fitted using simple Gaussian–Lorentzian functions and (b) the
corrected fitting based on line shapes derived from models.
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elemental sensitivity to orbitals conventionally studied with Al/Mg
radiation.134 Many instrument manufacturers now routinely offer
monochromatic Ag or Cr sources, and their use is still somewhat in
their infancy in catalysis for lab-based systems, with many studies
still reliant on synchrotron radiation.135,136

Despite the lower sensitivity to many orbitals routinely ana-
lyzed using Al/Mg excitation for higher photon energy sources, the

depth information, which may be obtained by relatively simple
measurements, can greatly enhance information, for example, zeo-
lites and 2D materials, or facilitate extraction of layer information
via Tougaard analysis.137–139

Of course, the question “why use such lab-based HAXPES
sources in the analysis of catalytic materials since catalysis is a
surface phenomenon” can be raised. We have already highlighted

FIG. 7. Survey, C(1s), and Cr(3p)/Fe(3p)/Na(2s) core-level spectra for (a)–(c) fresh catalyst and (d)–(f ) used catalyst, respectively.
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the use in particle size determination (Sec. V D); however, it
should be noted that both subsurface and bulk compositions can
influence surface properties; therefore, being able to gauge such
information is useful. Additionally, using such sources on coked
material, such as those shown in Fig. 7, can facilitate the analysis of
the buried interfacial chemistry.

VI. CONCLUSIVE SUMMARY

XPS is a lynchpin in the analysis of catalytic materials allow-
ing quantitative chemical speciation and the ability to probe the
electronic structure and the morphological character of a material.
It has the power to differentiate chemical states, obtain molar
ratios, and elucidate catalytic dispersion and particle size when
results from other techniques may be obtuse.

Without considered planning, however, XPS measurements
can yield misleading results due to poorly informed analysis proto-
cols or data misinterpretation. It is evident that the information
obtained from each analysis will be different since the questions to
be answered for each sample will vary. The definition of the ques-
tions to be answered by means of the analysis beforehand help
achieve an informed analysis protocol for each sample, which we
hope have been brought to attention within this paper.
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